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Direct Impacts of WCL on
Technical Services
1. Catalog at the network-level
2. Maintain OCLC holdings; have as many as
possible your collections represented in OCLC
3. Index OCLC numbers in III online catalogs
4. Each serial bib needs to have check-in
5. Change policies and procedures to meet the
needs of WCL
6. Reevaluate how to provide access to eresources

Training staff to catalog at the
network level
• Think at the network-level
• Stop local customization as much as
possible
• Devote more time on improving OCLC
master records: enhancement/enrichment
• Send error reports to OCLC to correct
mistakes in OCLC master records
• Review workflow

Getting III-Based Online Catalog
Ready for WCL
• Have as many as possible your collections
represented in OCLC
 Keep WSU holdings in OCLC WorldCat up
to date
• Review OCLC number index
• Add check-in to serials

Changing Local Cataloging Policies
and Procedures
• Single vs Separate record approach for
cataloging e-resources
• Local customization
• Attach holdings in OCLC as early as
possible in the copy cataloging process
• Recon
• Provide access to e-resources

Collaborating with other WSU
Libraries departments
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete WSU WorldCat configuration
Review current cataloging practice
Identify special considerations for Griffin
Provide access to electronic resources
Troubleshoot display problems
Provide background knowledge for Griffin and
OCLC
• Chang the culture to work at the network level
• Provide training

WSU WorldCat

Public Services Advantages
• No switching between the local catalog,
Summit and WorldCat (more discovery)
• Articles and books in one search
• More comprehensive record information
• Each item clearly marked for format
• Expansive set of limiters (many formats)
• Robust social networking features
• Single search box and book covers
(Google/Amazon like experience)

WSU WorldCat

Public Services Disadvantages
• Slow (new server for local OPAC)
• Need to run two versions of the catalog
• System missing records for local collections, and
local notes
• No KWIC, searches retrieve hits from masked fields
• No search by local library, reference sections, call
number or title (left-anchor searching)
• No online stack chart/maps (partially resolved)
• Beyond OCLC article databases, other indexes may
mean weak metasearching

WSU WorldCat

Public Services Disadvantages (cont’d)
• No terms of usage, including copyright
• No “jump to page” function in search results
• Constantly changing
• No virtual shelf or subject heading browsing

WSU WorldCat

Key Questions to be Answered
• Which WSU catalog is used most and why?
• How are people using post search facets?
• How will searching across multiple databases
work efficiently and effectively?
• How quickly will a new ILS will be deployed?
• How quickly will local collections be added?
• What impact will the introduction of WSU
WorldCat have on the Libraries’ budget?
• If and how are patrons using the social networking
features?

Presentation slides
• See URL http://hdl.handle.net/2376/2313

